Dear Sirs:
-In this second part of our APADA's November news, we are pleased to tell all of
you there:
A) along last month, we were in seriously attempt, with Uruguay and Paraguay
Flight Dispatchers, (by phone and mail) trying give them ideas, helps and methods,
to create Dispatchers Associations in those countries.
We were welcomed in their answer and a currently a fluid mails exchange exist
between this Flight Dispatchers an us.
Our APADA's statute was given to them to be used like a model. They will try to
adapt to their internal laws and procedures, which are currently in their countries.
B) from 10 to 14 last November, ICAO Lima (Peru), was the stage where the 14th
SAM Implementation Group Meeting/Work Shop (SAM/IG/14), was in function.
Several countries, as you will see, were present there in two representative class,
Official Countries Delegate and No Government Organizations like invited
observers.
APADA was present there, by a second time (before, in 2013 July along the AIS to
AIM Transition Meeting), specially invited for been the unique Flight Dispatcher
Association in Latin America nowadays, and the IFALDA's South America
representative. This privilege was given to APADA and IFALDA by ICAO SAM
(South America Region), because ICAO knows about IFALDA and APADA, their
Presence, work, and Civil Aviation safety efforts, where the Dispatch procedures
are the first step in each around the world commercial flights.
So IFALDA it's present in Montreal as always, and from now through our (APADA)
in Lima Peru.
Now we will give the pics, of the meeting and person which were in touch with us.
On next, the program, meeting participant, subjects who was in treatment will be
sent to you.

New APADA's President, Richard Gonzalez.

From left to right R Gonzalez, Mr Arca Jaurena (Urugay) ICAO Lima Officer, great
help to all the Observers present there, and the APADA's Treasurer Claude
Esposito.

ICAO Lima meeting room.

To be continued…

